
Whirlwind (Su)          Air Elemental 
Some creatures can transform themselves into whirlwinds and remain in that form for up to 1 round for 

every 2 HD they have. If the creature has a fly speed, it can continue to fly at that same speed while in whirlwind 
form, otherwise it gains a fly speed equal to its base land speed (average maneuverability) while in whirlwind form. 

The whirlwind is always 5 feet wide at its base, but its height and width at the top vary from creature to 
creature (minimum 10 feet high). A whirlwind’s width at its peak is always equal to half of its height. The creature 
controls the exact height, but it must be at least 10 feet high. 

The whirlwind form does not provoke attacks of opportunity, even if the creature enters the space another 
creature occupies. Another creature might be caught in the whirlwind if it touches or enters the whirlwind, or if the 
whirlwind moves into or through a creature’s space. A creature in whirlwind form cannot make its normal attacks and 
does not threaten the area around it. 

Creatures one or more size categories smaller than the whirlwind might take damage when caught in the 
whirlwind (generally damage equal to the monster’s slam attack for a creature of its size) and may be lifted into the 
air. An affected creature must succeed on a Reflex save (DC 10 + half monster’s HD + the monster’s Strength 
modifier) when it comes into contact with the whirlwind or take damage as if it were hit by the whirlwind creature’s 
slam attack. It must also succeed on a second Reflex save or be picked up bodily and held suspended in the 
powerful winds, automatically taking the indicated damage each round. A creature that can fly is allowed a Reflex 
save each round to escape the whirlwind. The creature still takes damage but can leave if the save is successful. 

Creatures trapped in the whirlwind cannot move except to go where the whirlwind carries them or to 
escape the whirlwind. Trapped creatures can otherwise act normally, but must succeed on a concentration check 
(DC 15 + spell level) to cast a spell. Creatures caught in the whirlwind take a –4 penalty to Dexterity and a –2 penalty 
on attack rolls. The whirlwind can have only as many creatures trapped inside at one time as will fit inside the 
whirlwind’s volume. The whirlwind can eject any carried creatures whenever it wishes as a free action, depositing 
them in its space. 

If the whirlwind’s base touches the ground, it creates a swirling cloud of debris. This cloud is centered on 
the creature and has a diameter equal to half the whirlwind’s height. The cloud obscures all vision, including 
darkvision, beyond 5 feet. Creatures 5 feet away have concealment, while those farther away have total 
concealment. Those caught in the cloud of debris must succeed on a concentration check (DC 15 + spell level) to 
cast a spell. 

Format: whirlwind (3/day, 10–30 ft. high, 1d6+6 damage, DC 15); Location: Special Attacks. 
 

Beast Shape I (Hyena)        Ghul 
School transmutation (polymorph); Level sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (a piece of the creature whose form you plan to assume) 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 

When you cast this spell, you can assume the form of any Small or Medium creature of the animal type. If 
the form you assume has any of the following abilities, you gain the listed ability: climb 30 feet, fly 30 feet (average 
maneuverability), swim 30 feet, darkvision 60 feet, low-light vision, and scent. 

Small animal: If the form you take is that of a Small animal, you gain a +2 size bonus to your Dexterity and 
a +1 natural armor bonus. 

Medium animal: If the form you take is that of a Medium animal, you gain a +2 size bonus to your Strength 
and a +2 natural armor bonus. 

 
Fog Cloud         Hazard 
School conjuration (creation); Level druid 2, sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft. level) 
Effect fog spreads in 20-ft. radius 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

A bank of fog billows out from the point you designate. The fog obscures all sight, including darkvision, 
beyond 5 feet. A creature within 5 feet has concealment (attacks have a 20% miss chance).  
Creatures farther away have total concealment (50% miss chance, and the attacker can’t use sight to locate the 
target). 

A moderate wind (11+ mph) disperses the fog in 4 rounds; a strong wind (21+ mph) disperses the fog in 1 
round. 

The spell does not function underwater. 
 
Earth Glide (Ex)         Earth Elemental 

A burrowing earth elemental can pass through stone, dirt, or almost any other sort of earth except metal as 
easily as a fish swims through water. If protected against fire damage, it can even glide through lava. Its burrowing 
leaves behind no tunnel or hole, nor does it create any ripple or other sign of its presence. A move earth spell cast 
on an area containing a burrowing earth elemental flings the elemental back 30 feet, stunning the creature for 1 
round unless it succeeds on a DC 15 Fortitude save. 
 
Earth Mastery (Ex)        Earth Elemental  

An earth elemental gains a +1 bonus on attack and damage rolls if both it and its foe are touching the 
ground. If an opponent is airborne or waterborne, the elemental takes a –4 penalty on attack and damage rolls. 
These modifiers apply to bull rush and overrun maneuvers, whether the elemental is initiating or resisting these kinds 
of attacks. (These modifiers are not included in the statistics block.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Summon (Sp)          Surma 
A creature with the summon ability can summon other specific creatures of its kind much as though casting 

a summon monster spell, but it usually has only a limited chance of success (as specified in the creature’s entry). 
Roll d%: On a failure, no creature answers the summons. Summoned creatures automatically return whence they 
came after 1 hour. A creature summoned in this way cannot use any spells or spell-like abilities that require material 
components costing more than 1 gp unless those components are supplied, nor can it use its own summon ability for 
1 hour. An appropriate spell level is given for each summoning ability for purposes of Will saves, caster level checks, 
and concentration checks. No experience points are awarded for defeating summoned monsters. 

Format: 1/day—summon (level 4, 1 hezrou 35%); Location: Spell-Like Abilities. 
 

Cursed Gaze (Su)          Surma 
Aghash’s choice: confused for 1 round, shaken for 1 round, stunned for 1 round, or deals 1d4 points of 

damage, 30 feet, Fortitude DC 16 negates. Any creature under the effects of protection from evil is immune to an 
aghash’s gaze. The save DC is Charisma-based. 
 
Sandstorm (Su)          Surma 

Once per day, as a full-round action, an aghash can create a temporary sandstorm. This storm has a 
radius of 100 feet centered on the aghash and lasts for 1 minute per Hit Die the aghash possesses (typically 5). This 
functions as a sandstorm (Core Rulebook 431). 
 
Scout’s Charge (Ex):         Quick Striker 

At 4th level, whenever a scout makes a charge, her attack deals sneak attack damage as if the target were 
f lat-footed. Foes with uncanny dodge are immune to this ability. This ability replaces uncanny dodge. 
 
Skirmisher (Ex):          Quick Striker 

At 8th level, whenever a scout moves more than 10 feet in a round and makes an attack action, the attack 
deals sneak attack damage as if the target was flat-footed. If the scout makes more than one attack this turn, this 
ability only applies to the first attack. Foes with uncanny dodge are immune to this ability. This ability replaces 
improved uncanny dodge. 

 
Assault Leader (Ex):         Quick Striker 

Once per day, when the rogue misses with an attack on a flanked opponent, she can designate a single 
ally who is also flanking the target that her attack missed. That ally can make a single melee attack against the 
opponent as an immediate action. 
 
Lasting Poison (Ex):         Quick Striker 

A rogue with this talent can apply poison to a weapon in such a way that it is effective for two successful 
attacks instead of one. The poison has a reduced effect, however, and saves made against the poison receive a +2 
circumstance bonus. Applying poison in this way requires a full-round action, or a standard action if the rogue has 
the swift poison talent. 
 
Swift Poison (Ex):          Quick Striker 

A rogue with this talent can apply poison to a weapon as a move action, instead of a standard action. 
 

Fear Aura (Su):  DC 19  (DC 21)        Lich 
Creatures of less than 5 HD in a 60-foot radius that look at the lich must succeed on a Will save or become 

frightened. Creatures with 5 HD or more must succeed at a Will save or be shaken for a number of rounds equal to 
the lich’s Hit Dice. A creature that successfully saves cannot be affected again by the same lich’s aura for 24 hours. 
This is a mind-affecting fear effect. 
 
Paralyzing Touch (Su):          Lich 

Any living creature a lich hits with its touch attack must succeed on a Fortitude save or be permanently 
paralyzed. Remove paralysis or any spell that can remove a curse can free the victim (see the bestow curse spell 
description, with a DC equal to the lich’s save DC). The effect cannot be dispelled. Anyone paralyzed by a lich 
seems dead, though a DC 20 Perception check or a DC 15 Heal check reveals that the victim is still alive. 


